
This training Information sheet is designed to assist you in the use of the Haigh 
Sluicemaster units and to ensure that you get the best performance from the machines. 
 
Designed specifically for the safe and efficient disposal of bedpans, the Sluicemaster 
range is extremely efficient in terms of cost, energy and performance. Following the 
guidelines in this document will ensure that your Sluicemaster unit remains this way. 
 
Both you and your patients will see real benefits from using this single use system. Haigh 
macerators break the infection cycle when compared to washing processes. 
 
Product Introduction 
 
The Sluicemaster range has been designed to support you in your day to day care of 
patients. The range macerates pulp products into a fine solution suitable to be flushed 
away automatically. This ensures quick, clean and efficient disposal every time.  
 
Furthermore the Haigh Sluicemaster range reduces odour and noise associated with 
other types of disposal or wash systems. 
 
The Sluicemaster range share a number of hygiene and safety features which make each 
unit user friendly, hygienic and energy efficient; 
 
Once the cycle is underway the lid cannot be opened, safeguarding against any 
accidental breakages or injury. 
 
Throughout the cycle an automatic water curtain hygienically cleans the hopper and 
impeller ready for the next use. 
 
Each machine requires only limited cold water to operate – reducing utility costs and 
increasing energy efficiency. 
 
Taking waste to the Unit 
 
Bedpans are taken from the patient either in bed or, for more mobile patients from a 
commode chair. The waste is then taken to the Sluiceroom or Dirty Utility Room. If using 
the SOLO the waste may be contained within the ensuite or private bathroom. A bag, lid 
or similar covering should be used whilst transporting the waste to avoid spillages or 
contamination. 
 
What can and can’t be used 
 
Before putting waste into the Sluicemaster unit, make sure that you remove all items 
which are not suitable. Items which cannot be put into the units are shown on the wall 
graphics located close to each machine and include Sanitary or Paper pads, plastic 



aprons, gloves or syringes. However, the bedpan, human waste, toilet paper and 
macerator friendly wipes can be put into the machine. 
 
Should you wish to place wipes into the unit always ensure that these are approved 
macerator friendly wipes. If not these could lead to a blockage in the unit and system 
failure. 
 
The Panaway 
 
The Panaway is the premium model within the Sluicemaster range and has been 
developed to meet the need for increased efficiency in bedpan management. 
To operate simply place your hand over the ‘Hands Free Opening’ sensor which will 
open the lid automatically, or manually open with the handle.  
Here we see the means by which the Panaway macerates the bedpans. Only fine 
particles enter the drainage system – reducing blockages. 
The Panaway manages the disposal of up to four pulp products each time and these can 
include paper pulp products, toilet paper and human waste. Once the lid is closed the 
Panaway starts automatically.  
In a cycle time of just 85 seconds the unit macerates the waste products into a fine pulp. 
 
The Classic+ 
 
The Classic Plus disposes of up to four pulp products in under two minutes and will 
dispose of paper pulp products, human waste and toilet paper. 
 
To operate manually open the lid using the handle. Place the waste inside the hopper, 
close the lid using a clamping motion and push the start button. 
 
The SOLO 
 
Disposing of just one bedpan per cycle the SOLO® is an ideal unit for use in en-suite 
bathrooms or isolation wards and eliminates potential wide area contamination. In less 
then one minute the SOLO will break the bedpan down into a fine pulp and it will be 
flushed away automatically. 
 
To operate manually open the lid using the handle. Place the waste inside the hopper, 
close the lid using a clamping motion and push the start button. 
 
Error Checks 
 
Should the cycle not start there are a number of simple checks that you can do. 
 
Have you closed the lid correctly? To close the unit simply lift the handle and clamp into 
position until the handle locks and the unit becomes secure. The unit will not operate 



until the lid is securely closed. Do not slam the lid closed as this will lead to a breakage 
and the unit will cease to operate. 
 
Once the lid is securely closed press the start button. You will then see the light appear 
to indicate that the cycle is about to commence. 
 
Has an error light come on?  
Error indicator lights are the ‘drain block’ light and the red spanner light.  
If either light is on switch the unit off at the mains supply. After 10 seconds turn it back 
on. If the error lights remain switch the unit off and contact your maintenance team. 
To completely shut the unit down turn off at the Isolator switch on the wall. You should 
also stop the water supply to the unit by shutting off the valve at the side of the 
machine. 
 
The Sluicemaster range requires mimimal maintenance. No chemical cleaning or regular 
temperature checks are required. Benefitting from our built-in anti-microbial Bugban 
agent, simple regular wipe over’s are required using warm soapy water. However you 
should clean regularly using warm soapy water. Disinfect with a non-corrosive 
disinfectant in accordance with the chemicals safety instructions. 
 
Cleaning 
 
Once the cycle is underway remove your gloves and apron and dispose of these in line 
with your working practices. You should thoroughly wash your hands after handling any 
used bedpan or pulp items to avoid cross infection.  
 
Summary 
 
As this Information document has indicated, the Haigh Sluicemaster range of disposal 
units are extremely simple and very efficient. If used correctly and maintained properly 
the machines will provide you with a reliable, problem free means of bedpan and waste 
disposal. 
 


